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Abstract

We initiate the study of learning from multiple sources of limited data,
each of which may be corrupted at a different rate. We develop a com-
plete theory of which data sources should be used for two fundamental
problems: estimating the bias of a coin, and learning a classifier in the
presence of label noise. In both cases, efficient algorithms are provided
for computing the optimal subset of data.

1 Introduction

In many natural machine learning settings, one is not only faced with data that may be cor-
rupted or deficient in some way (classification noise or other label errors, missing attributes,
and so on), but with data that is notuniformlycorrupted. In other words, we might be pre-
sented with data ofvariable quality— perhaps some small amount of entirely “clean” data,
another amount of slightly corrupted data, yet more that is significantly corrupted, and so
on. Furthermore, in such circumstances we may often know at least an upper bound on the
rate and type of corruption in each pile of data. An extreme example is the recent interest in
settings where one has a very limited set of correctly labeled examples, and an effectively
unlimited set of entirely unlabeled examples, as naturally arises in problems such as clas-
sifying web pages [1]. Another general category of problems that falls within our interest
is when multiple piles of data are drawn from processes that differ perhaps slightly and in
varying amounts from the process we wish to estimate. For example, we might wish to
estimate a conditional distributionP (X|Y = y) but have only a small number of observa-
tions in whichY = y, but a larger number of observations in whichY = y′ for values of
y′ “near” to y. In such circumstances it might make sense to base our model on a larger
number of observations, at least for thosey′ closest toy.

While there is a large body of learning theory both for uncorrupted data and for data that
is uniformly corrupted in some way [2, 3], there is no general framework and theory for
learning from data of variable quality. In this paper we introduce such a framework, and
develop its theory, for two basic problems: estimating a bias from corrupted coins, and
learning a classifier in the presence of varying amounts of label noise. For the corrupted
coins case we provide an upper bound on the error that is expressed as a trade-off between
weighted approximation errors and larger amounts of data. This bound provides a building
block for the classification noise setting, in which we are able to give a bound on the
generalization error of empirical risk minimization that specifies the optimal subset of the



data to use. Both bounds can computed by simple and efficient algorithms. We illustrate
both problems and our algorithms with numerical simulations.

2 Estimating the Bias from Corrupted Coins

We begin by considering perhaps the simplest possible instance of the general class of
problems in which we are interested — namely, the problem of estimating the unknown
bias of a coin. In this version of the variable quality model, we will have access to different
amounts of data from “corrupted” coins whose bias differs from the one we wish to esti-
mate. We use our solution for this simple problem as a building block for the classification
noise setting in Section 3.

2.1 Problem Description

Suppose we wish to estimate the biasβ of a coin givenK piles of training observations
N1, ..., NK . Each pileNi containsni outcomes of flips of a coin with biasβi, where the
only information we are provided is thatβi ∈ [β− ǫi, β + ǫi], and0 ≤ ǫ1 ≤ ǫ2 ≤ ... ≤ ǫK .
We refer to theǫi as bounds on theapproximation errorsof the corrupted coins. We denote
by hi the number of heads observed in theith pile. Our immediate goal is to determine
which piles should be considered in order to obtain the best estimate of the true biasβ.

We consider estimates forβ obtained by merging some subset of the data into a single
unified pile, and computing the maximum likelihood estimate forβ, which is simply the
fraction of times heads appears as an outcome in the unified pile. Although one can con-
sider usingany subset of the data, it can be proved (and is intuitively obvious) that an
optimal estimate (in the sense that will be defined shortly) always uses aprefixof the data,
i.e. all data from the piles indexed1 to k for somek ≤ K, and possibly a subset of the data
from pile k + 1. In fact, it will be shown that only complete piles need to be considered.
Therefore, from this point on we restrict ourselves to estimates of this form, and identify
them by the maximal indexk of the piles used. The associated estimate is then simply

β̂k =
h1 + . . . + hk

n1 + . . . + nk

.

We denote the expectation of this estimate by

β̄k = E
[

β̂k

]

=
n1β1 + . . . + nkβk

n1 + . . . + nk

.

To simplify the presentation we denote byni,j the number of outcomes in pilesNi, . . . , Nj ,
that is,ni,j =

∑j

m=i nm .

We now bound the deviation of the estimateβ̂k from the true bias of the coinβ using the
expectation̄βk:

|β − β̂k| = |β − β̄k + β̄k − β̂k|

≤ |β − β̄k| + |β̄k − β̂k|

≤

k
∑

i=1

ni

n1,k

ǫi + |β̄k − β̂k|

The first inequality follows from the triangle inequality and the second from our assump-
tions. Using the Hoeffding inequality we can bound the second term and find that with high
probability for an appropriate choice ofδ we have

|β − β̂k| ≤

k
∑

i=1

ni

n1,k

ǫi +

√

log(2K/δ)

2n1,k

. (1)



To summarize, we have proved the following theorem.

Theorem 1 Let β̂k be the estimate obtained by using only the data from the firstk piles.
Then for anyδ > 0, with probability≥ 1 − δ we have

∣

∣

∣
β − β̂k

∣

∣

∣
≤

k
∑

i=1

ni

n1,k

ǫi +

√

log(2K/δ)

2n1,k

simultaneously for allk = 1, . . . ,K.

Two remarks are in place here. First, the theorem is data-independent since it does not take
into account the actual outcomes of the experimentsh1, . . . , hK . Second, the two terms in
the bound reflect the well-known trade-off between bias (approximation error) and variance
(estimation error). The first term bounds the approximation error of replacing the true coin
β with the averagēβk. The second term corresponds to the estimation error which arises
as a result of our finite sample size.

This theorem implies a natural algorithm to choose the number of pilesk∗ as is the mini-
mizer of the bound over the number of piles used:

k∗ = argmin
k∈{1,...,K}

{

k
∑

i=1

ni

n1,k

ǫi +

√

log(2K/δ)

2n1,k

}

.

To conclude this section we argue that our choice of using a prefix of piles is optimal. First,
note that by adding a new pile with a corruption levelǫ smaller then the current corruption
level, we can always reduce the bounds. Thus it is optimal to use prefix of the piles and
not to ignore piles with low corruption levels. Second, we need to show that if we decide
to use a pile, it will be optimal to use all of it. Note that we can choose to view each coin
toss as a separate pile with a single observation, thus yieldingn1,K piles of size 1. The
following technical lemma states that under this view of singleton piles, once we decide to
add a pile with some corruption level, it will be optimal to use all singleton piles with the
same corruption level. The proof of this lemma is omitted due to lack of space.

Lemma 1 Assume that all the piles are of sizeni = 1 and thatǫk ≤ ǫp+k = ǫp+k+1. Then
the following two inequalities cannot hold simultaneously:

k
∑

i=1

ni

n1,k

ǫi +

√

log(2n1,K/δ)

2n1,k

>

k+p
∑

i=1

ni

n1,k+p

ǫi +

√

log(2n1,K/δ)

2n1,k+p

k+p+1
∑

i=1

ni

n1,k+p+1

ǫi +

√

log(2n1,K/δ)

2n1,k+p+1

≥

k+p
∑

i=1

ni

n1,k+p

ǫi +

√

log(2n1,K/δ)

2n1,k+p

.

In other words, if the bound on|β − β̂k+p| is smaller than the bound on|β − β̂k|, then
the bound on|β − β̂k+p+1| must be smaller than both unlessǫk+p+1 > ǫk+p. Thus if the
pth andp+1th samples are from the same original pile (andǫk+p+1 = ǫk+p), then once we
decide to use samples throughp, we will always want to include samplep + 1. It follows
that we must only consider using complete piles of data.

2.2 Corrupted Coins Simulations

The theory developed so far can be nicely illustrated via some simple simulations. We
briefly describe just one such experiment in which there wereK = 8 piles. The tar-
get coin was fair: β = 0.5. The approximation errors of the corrupted coins were
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Figure 1:Left: Illustration of the actual error and our error bounds for estimating the bias
of a coin. The error bars show one standard deviation.Center: Illustration of the interval
construction.Right: Illustration of actual error of a 20 dimensional classification problem
and the error bounds found using our methods.

~ǫ = (0.001, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5), and number of outcomes in the corre-
sponding piles were~n = (10, 50, 100, 500, 1500, 2000, 3000, 10000). The following pro-
cess was repeated1, 000 times. We set the probability of theith coin to beβi = β + ǫi

and sampledni times from it. We then used all possible prefixes1, . . . , k of piles to es-
timateβ. For eachk, we computed the bound for the estimate using piles1, . . . , k using
the theory developed in the previous section. To illustrate Lemma 1 we also computed the
bound using partial piles. This bound is slightly higher than the suggested bound since we
use effectively more piles (n1,K instead ofK). As the lemma predicts, it is not valuable to
use subsets of piles. Simulations with other values ofK, ~ǫ and~n yield similar qualitative
behavior. We note that a strength of the theory developed is its generality, as it provides
bounds for any model parameters.

The leftmost panel of Figure 1 summarizes the simulation results. Empirically, the best
estimate of the target coin is using the first four piles, while our algorithm suggests using
the first five piles. However, the empirical difference in quality between the two estimates
is negligible, so the theory has given near-optimal guidance in this case. We note that while
our bounds have essentially the right shape (which is what matters for the computation
of k∗), numerically they are quite loose compared to the true behavior. There are various
limits to the numerical precision we should expect without increasing the complexity of the
theory — for example, the precision is limited by accuracy of constants in the Hoeffding
inequality and the use of the union bound.

3 Classification with Label Noise

We next explore the problem of classification in the presence of multiple data sets with
varying amounts oflabel noise. The setting is as follows. We assume there is a fixed and
unknown binary functionf : X → {0, 1} and a fixed and unknown distributionP on the
inputsX to f . We are presented again withK piles of data,N1, ..., NK . Now each pile
Ni containsni labeled examples(x, y) that are generated from the target functionf with
label noise at rateηi, where0 ≤ η1 < η2 < ... < ηK . In other words, for each example
(x, y) in pile Ni, y = f(x) with probability1 − ηi andy = ¬f(x) with probability ηi.
The goal is to decide which piles of data to use in order to choose a functionh from a set
of hypothesis functionsH with minimal generalization (true) errore(h) with respect tof
andP . As before, for any prefix of pilesN1, . . . , Nk, we examine the most basic estimator
based on this data, namely the hypothesis minimizing the observed or training error:

ĥk = argmin
h∈H

{êk(h)}



whereêk(h) is the fraction of timesh(x) 6= y over all (x, y) ∈ N1 ∪ · · · ∪ Nk. Thus we
examine the standard empirical risk minimization framework [2]. Generalizing from the
biased coin setting, we are interested in three primary questions: what can we say about
the deviation|e(ĥk) − ê(ĥk)|, which is the gap between the true and observed error of the
estimator̂hk; what is the optimal value ofk; and how can we compute the corresponding
bounds?

We note that the classification noise setting can naturally be viewed as a special case of
a more general and challenging “agnostic” classification setting that we discuss briefly in
Section 4. Here we provide a more specialized solution that exploits particular properties
of class label noise.

We begin by observing that for anyfixed functionh, the question of hoŵek(h) is related
to e(h) bears great similarity to the biased coin setting. More precisely, the expected clas-
sification error ofh on pileNi only is

(1 − ηi)e(h) + ηi(1 − e(h)) = e(h) + ηi(1 − 2e(h)) .

Thus if we set
β = e(h), ǫi = ηi |1 − 2e(h)| (2)

and if we were only concerned with making the best use of the data in estimatinge(h), we
could attempt to apply the theory developed in Section 2 using the reduction above. There
are two distinct and obvious difficulties. The first difficulty is that even restricting attention
to estimatinge(h) for a fixedh, the values forǫi above (and thus the bounds computed
by the methods of Section 2) depend one(h), which is exactly the unknown quantity we
would like to estimate. The second difficulty is that in order to bound the performance of
empirical error minimization withinH, we must say something about the probability of
anyh ∈ H being selected. We address each of these difficulties in turn.

3.1 Computing the Error Bound Matrix

For now we assume that{e(h) : h ∈ H} is a finite set containingM valuese1 < . . . < eM .
This assumption clearly holds if|H| is finite, and can be removed entirely by discretizing
the values in{e(h) : h ∈ H}. For convenience we assume that for all levelsei there exists
a functionh ∈ H such thate(h) = ei. This assumption can also be removed (details of
both omitted due to space considerations). We define a matrixB of estimation errors as
follows. Each rowi of B represents one possible value ofe(h) = ei, while each column
k represents the use of only pilesN1, . . . , Nk of noisy labeled examples of the targetf .
The entryB(i, k) will contain a bound on|e(h)− êk(h)| that is valid simultaneously for all
h ∈ H with e(h) = ei. In other words, for any suchh, with high probabilityêk(h) falls in
the range[ei −B(i, k), ei +B(i, k)]. It is crucial to note that we do not need to knowwhich
functionsh ∈ H satisfye(h) = ei in order to either compute or use the boundB(i, k), as
we shall see shortly. Rather, it is enough to know that for eachh ∈ H, some row ofB will
provide estimation error bounds for eachk.

The values inB can be now be calculated using the settings provided by Eq. (2) and the
bound in Eq. (1). However, since Eq. (1) applies to the case of a single biased coin and here
we have many (essentially one for each function at a given generalization errorei), we must
modify it slightly. We can (pessimistically) bound the VC dimension of all functions with
error ratee(h) = ei by the VC dimensiond of the entire classH. Formally, we replace the
square root term in Eq. (1) with the following expression, which is a simple application of
VC theory [2, 3]:

O

(
√

1

n1,k

(

d log
(n1,k

d

)

+ log

(

KM

δ

))

)

. (3)



We note that in cases where we have more information on the structure of the generalization
errors inH, an accordingly modified equation can be used, which may yield considerably
improved bounds. For example, in the statistical physics theory of learning curves[4] it is
common to posit knowledge of the density or number of functions inH at a given gener-
alization errorei. In such a case we could clearly substitute the VC dimensiond by the
(potentially much smaller) VC dimensiondi of just this subclass.

In a moment we describe how the matrixB can be used to choose the numberk of piles
to use, and to compute a bound on the generalization error ofĥk. We first formalize the
development above as an intermediate result.

Lemma 2 SupposeH is a set of binary functions with VC dimensiond. Let M be the
number of noise levels andK be the number of piles. Then for allδ > 0, with probability
at least1 − δ, for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, for all h ∈ H with e(h) = ei, and for all k ∈
{1, . . . ,K} we have

|e(h) − êk(h)| ≤ B(i, k) .

The matrixB can be computed in time linear in its sizeO(KM).

3.2 Putting It All Together

By Lemma 2, the matrixB gives, for each possible generalization errorei and eachk, an
upper bound on the deviation between observed and true errors for functions of true error
ei when using pilesN1, . . . , Nk. It is thus natural to try to use columnk of B to bound the
error ofĥk, the function minimizing the observed error on these piles.

Suppose we fix the number of piles used to bek. The observed error of any function
with true generalization errorei must, with high probability, lie in the intervalIi,k =
[ei − B(i, k), ei + B(i, k)]. By simultaneously considering these intervals for all values of
ei, we can put a bound on the generalization error of the best function in the hypothesis
class. This process is best illustrated by an example.

Consider a hypothesis space in which the generalization error of the available functions can
take on the discrete values 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5. Suppose the matrixB has been
calculated as above and thekth column is (0.16, 0.05, 0.08, 0.14, 0.07, 0.1). We know, for
example, that all functions with true generalization errore2 = 0.1 will show an error in
the rangeI2,k = [0.05, 0.15], and that all functions with true generalization errore4 = 0.3
will show an error in the rangeI4,k = [0.16, 0.44]. The center panel of Figure 1 illustrates
the span of each interval.

Examining this diagram, it becomes clear that the functionĥk minimizing the error on
N1 ∪ · · · ∪ Nk could not possibly be a function with true errore4 or higher as long as
H contains at least one function with true errore2 since the observed error of the latter
would necessarily be lower (with high probability). Likewise, it would not be possible
for a function with true errore5 or e6 to be chosen. However, a function with true errore3

could produce a lower observed error than one with true errore1 or e2 (sincee3−B(3, k) <

e2 +B(2, k) ande3 −B(3, k) < e1 +B(1, k)), and thus could be chosen asĥk. Therefore,
the smallest bound we can place on the true error ofĥk in this example ise3 = 0.2.

In general, we know that̂hk will have true error corresponding to the midpoint of an a inter-
val which overlaps with the interval with the least upper bound (I2,k in this example). This
leads to an intuitive procedure for calculating a bound on the true error ofĥk. First, we de-
termine the interval with the smallest upper bound,i∗k = argmini{ei + B(i, k)}. Consider
the set of intervals which overlap withi∗k, namelyJk = {i : ei−B(i, k) ≤ ei∗

k
+B(i∗k, k)}.

It is possible for the smallest observed error to come from a function corresponding to any



of the intervals inJk. Thus, a bound on the true error ofĥk can be obtained by taking the

maximume(h) value for any function inJk, i.e. C(k)
def
= maxi∈Jk

{ei}.

Our overall algorithm for boundinge(ĥk) and choosingk∗ can thus be summarized:

1. Compute the matrixB as described in Section 3.1 .

2. Compute the vectorC described above.

3. Outputk∗ = argmink{C(k)}.

We have established the following theorem.

Theorem 2 SupposeH is a set of binary functions with VC dimensiond. Let M be the
number of noise levels and K be the number of piles. For allk = 1, ...,K, let ĥk =
argminh{êk(h)} be the function inH with the lowest empirical error evaluated using the
first k piles of data. Then for allδ > 0, with probability at least1 − δ,

e(ĥk) ≤ C(k)

The suggested choice ofk is thusk∗ = argmink {C(k)}.

3.3 Classification Noise Simulations

In order to illustrate the methodology described in this section, simulations were run on a
classification problem in which samples~x ∈ {0, 1}20 were chosen uniformly at random,
and the target functionf(~x) was 1 if and only if

∑20

i=1
xi > 10.

Classification models were created fork = 1, ...,K by training using the firstk piles of data
using logistic regression with a learning rate of0.0005 for a maximum of5, 000 iterations.
The generalization error for each model was determined by testing on a noise-free sample
of 500 examples drawn from the same uniform distribution. Bounds were calculated using
the algorithm described above with functions binned into101 evenly spaced error values
~e = (0, 0.01, 0.02, ..., 1) with δ = 0.001.

The right panel of Figure 1 shows an example of the bounds found withK = 12 piles,
noise levels~η = (0.001, 0.002, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5), and
sample sizes~n = (20, 150, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 1000, 1500, 2000, 3000, 5000). The
algorithm described above correctly predicts that the eighth pile should be chosen as the
cutoff, yielding an optimal error value of0.018. It is interesting to note that although the
error bounds shown are significantly higher than the actual error, the shapes of the curves
are similar. This phenomena is common to many uniform convergence bounds.

Further experimentation has shown that the algorithm described here works well in general
when there are small piles of low noise data and large piles of high noise data. Its predic-
tions are more useful in higher dimensional space, since it is relatively easy to get good
predictions without much available data in lower dimensions.

4 Further Research

In research subsequent to the results presented here [5], we examine a considerably more
general “agnostic” classification setting [6]. As before, we assume there is a fixed and
unknown binary functionf : X → {0, 1} and a fixed and unknown distributionP on the
inputsX to f . We are presented again withK piles of data,N1, ..., NK . Now each pileNi

containsni labeled examples(x, y) that are generated from an unknown functionhi such
thate(hi) = e(hi, f) = PrP [hi(x) 6= f(x)] ≤ ǫi for given valuesǫ1 ≤ . . . ≤ ǫK . Thus



we are provided piles of labeled examples of unknown functions “nearby” the unknown
targetf , where “nearby” is quantified by the sequence ofǫi.

In forthcoming work [5] we show that with high probability, for anyk ≤ K

e(ĥk, f) ≤ min
h∈H

{e(f, h)}+2

k
∑

i=1

(

ni

n1,k

)

ǫi+O

(
√

1

n1,k

(

d log
(n1,k

d

)

+ log

(

K

δ

))

)

This result again allows us to express the optimal number of piles as a trade-off between
weighted approximation errors and increasing sample size. We suspect the result can be
extended to a wider class of loss functions that just classification.
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